Grammar Sets
Present Continuous

RECOMMENDED PROCEDURE FOR MAKING THE GAME TILES
Print the pages on sticky-back paper.
Obtain some kind of thick, stiff paper material for backing sheets to give
the tiles stiffness and heft. I use card board that is 0.6 mm thick.
(Note: not cardboard, but card board).
Peel the backing off the sticky-back paper and adhere the paper onto the
backing sheet.
Cut as accurately as you can, vertically following the cutting guide lines,
and horizontally so as to split the border lines in half.

ANSWER KEY
------------------------------------------------------2 — A cow is eating.
2 — Apples are falling.
2 — A boy is sleeping.
2 — Three babies are sleeping.
2 — A man is falling.
2 — Kids are eating.
------------------------------------------------------A man is playing piano.
Two men playing basketball.
A man is eating watermelon.
Two kids are eating ice cream.
A man is brushing his teeth.
Three girls are brushing their teeth.
------------------------------------------------------A boy is throwing a frisbee to a girl.
A man is giving a gift to a woman.
A woman is sending an email to a friend.
A woman is reading a story to her son.
A man is feeding popcorn to the birds.
Someone is digging a hole in the yard.
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